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In. the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2)
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STATEMENT OF CONTENTIONS

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 52.715(c) and this Board's

orders of October 24, 1980 and November 5, 1980, the SAN LUIS

OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE, SCENIC SHORELINE PRESERVATION

CONFERENCE g INC ~ g ECOLOGY ACTION CLUB ~ SANDRA SILVER / GORDON

SILVER, ELIZABETH APFELBERG, and JOHN J. FORSTER ("Joint Inter-
venors") hereby specify the contentions which they intend to

litigate with respect to PGandE's ("Applicant's") motion for
a license to load fuel and conduct, low power testing at the

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant ("Diablo Canyon" ). Joint

Intervenors contend that neither the short nor long term reauire-

ments contained in NUREG-0694, "TMI-Related Requirements for New

Operating Licenses," nor the Applicant's proposed implementation

measures are sufficient to provide .reasonable assurance that
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the Diablo Canyon facility can be operated without endangering

the health and safety of the public and that each of the following

contentions must be satisfactorily resolved prior to issuance of

a license to load fuel and conduct. low power testing.
l. No final decision has been rendered by the Commission

as to the Applicant's compliance at Diablo Canyon with 10 C.F.R.

Part 100, Appendix A, regarding seismic safety. Because of the

exceptional nature of the seismic, danger associated with the

Diablo Canyon facility, such a definitive determination by the

Commission must be issued prior to fuel loading.

2. No final decision has been rendered by the Commission

as to the Applicant's compliance at Diablo Canyon with 10 C.F.R.

Part 73, regarding physical protection of nuclear plants and

materials. Such a definitive determination by the Commission

must be issued prior to fuel loading.

3. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate compliance

at Diablo Canyon with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B, regarding

quality assurance.

4. Numerous studies arising out of the accident at

TNX recognized the necessity of upgrading emergency response

planning. Based upon these studies, the Commission has promul-

gated revised emergency planning regulations, effective November 3,

1980. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate that the combined

Applicant, state, and local emergency response plans for Diablo

Canyon comply with those revised regulations ("Final Regulations

on Emergency Planning," 45 Fed. Reg. 55402 (August 19, 1980)).
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5. The Applicant'has failed to demonstrate that the

combined Applicant, state, and local emergency response plans

for Diablo Canyon comply with the requirements ~. Sections

III.A.l.land III.A.1.2 of NUREG-0694.

6. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate that. the

containment at Diablo Canyon can withstand pressures resulting

from the combustion of hydrogen likely to be generated by the

reaction of zirconium cladding with water during a loss-of-

coolant accident at the facility.
7. The Applicant has failed to address adequately

safety considerations designed as high priority and/or high risk

in Table B.2 of NUREG-0660, "TMI Action Plan."

8. The accident at TMI Unit 2 demonstrated that

reliance on natural circulation to remove decay heat is inadequate.

During the accident, it was necessary to operate at, least one

reactor coolant pump to provide forced cooling of the fuel.

However, the Applicant's testing program does not demonstrate

a reliable method for forced cooling of the reactor in the event,

of a small loss-of-coolant accident ("LOCA"), particularly with

regard to two-phase flow and with voids such as occurred at

TMI-2. This is a threat, to health and safety and a violation

of both General Design Criterion ("GDC") 34 and GDC 35 of

10 C.F.R., Part 50, Appendix A.
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9. Using existing equipment at Diablo Canyon, there

are three „principal ways of providing forced cooling of the

reactor: (1) the reactor coolant pumps; (2) the residual heat

removal system; and (3) the emergency core cooling system in a

"bleed and feed" mode. None of these methods meets the NRC's

regulations applicable to systems important to safety and is

sufficiently rel'iable to protect public he 1th and 'safety:

a. The reactor coolant pumps do not have an

adequate on-site power supply (GDC 17), their controls do

not meet IEEE 279 (10 C.F.R. 50.55a(h)) and they are not

adequately qualified (GDC 2 and 4).

b. The residual heat removal system is incapable

of being utilized at, the design pressure of the primary

system.

c. The emergency core cooling system cannot be

operated in the bleed and feed mode for the necessary period

of time because of inadequate capacity and radiation shielding

for the storage of the radioactive water bled from the

primary coolant system.

10. The staff recognizes that pressurizer heaters

and associated controls are necessary to maintain natural circu-

lation at hot stand-by conditions. Therefore, this equipment

should be classified as "components important to safety" and

required to meet all applicable safety-grade design criteria,
including but not limited to diversity (GDC 22), seismic and

environmental qualification (GDC 2 and 4), automatic initiation
(GDC 20), separation and independence (GDC 3 and 22), quality
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assurance (GDC 1), adequate, reliable on-site power supplies
I

(GDC 17) and the single failure criterion. The Applicant's

proposal to connect two out of four of the heater groups to the
p

present on-site emergency power supplies does not provide an

equivalent or acceptable level of protection.

ll. The Applicant has proposed simply to add the

pressurizer heaters to the on-site emergency power supplies.

It has not been demonstrated that this will not degrade the

capacity, capability and reliability of these power supplies in
violation of GDC 17. Such a demonstration is reauired to assure

protection of public health and safety.

12. Proper operation of power operated relief valves,

associated block valves and the instruments and controls for

these valves is essential to mitigate the consequences of accidents.

In addition, their failure can cause or aggravate a LOCA.

Therefore, these valves must be classified as components important

to safety and required to meet all safety-grade design criteria.
13. NRC regulations require instrumentation to

monitor'ariables

as appropriate to ensure adequate safety (GDC 13)

and that the instrumentation shall directly measure the desired

variable. IEEE 279, 54.8, as incorporated in 10 C.F.R. 50.55a(h),

states that:
To the extent feasible and practical

protection system inputs shall be derived
from signals which are direct measures of
the desired variables.

Diablo Canyon has no capability to directly measure the water

level in the fuel assemblies. The absence of such instrumentation

delayed recognition of a low water level condition in the





reactor for a long period of time. Nothing proposed by the

staff would require a direct measure of water level or provide

an equivalent level of protection. The absence of such instru-

mentation poses a threat to public health and safety.

14. 10 C.F.R. 50.46 requires analysis of ECCS perfor-

mance "for a number of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents of

different sizes, locations, and other properties sufficient to

provide assurance that the entire spectrum of postulated loss-

of-coolant accidents is covered." For the spectrum of LOCAs,

specific parameters are not to be exceeded. At TMI, certain of

these were exceeded. For example, the peak cladding temperature

exceeded 2200'ahrenheit (50.45(b)(1)), and more than 1% of

the cladding reacted with water or steam to produce hydrogen

(50.46(b)(3)). The measures proposed by the staff address

primarily the very specific case of a struck-open power operated

relief valve. However, any other small LOCA could lead to the

same consequences. Additional analyses to show that there is
adequate protection for the entire spectrum of small break locations

for 'the Diablo Canyon design have not been performed. Therefore,

there is no basis for finding compliance with 10 C.F.R. 50.46 and

GDC 35. None of the corrective actions to date have fully addressed

the demonstrated inadequacy of protection against small LOCAs.

15 . The accident at TMI-2 was substantially aggravated

by the fact that the plant was operated with a safety system

inoperable, to wit: two auxiliary feedwater system valves were

closed which should have been open. The principal reason why

this condition existed was that TMI does not have an adequate
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system to inform the operator that a safety system has been

deliberately disabled. To adequately protect the health and

safety of the public, a system meeting the Regulatory Position

of Reg. Guide 1.47 or providing equivalent protection is required.

16. The design of the safety systems at TMI was

such that the operator could prevent the completion of a safety

function which was initiated automatically; to wit: the operator

could (and did) shut off the emergency core cooling system

prematurely. This violated g4.16 of IEEE 279 as incorporated in

10 C.F.R. 50.55 (a)(h) which states:

The protection system shall be so
designed that, once initiated, a protection
system action shall go to completion.

The Diablo Canyon design is similar to that at TMI and must be

modified so that no operator action can prevent, the completion

of a safety function once initiated.
17. The design of the hydrogen control system at TMI

was based upon the assumption that the amount of fuel cladding

that could react chemically to produce hydrogen would, under

all circumstances, be limited to less than 5%. The accident

demonstrated both that this assumption is not justified and

that it is not conservative to assume anything less than the

worst case. Therefore, the Diablo Canyon hydrogen control systems

should be designed on the assumption that 100% of the cladding

reacts to produce hydrogen.

18. The TMI-2 accident demonstrated that the severity

of the environment in which equipment important to safety must

operate was underestimated and that, equipment previously deemed





to be environmentally qualified failed. One example was the

pressurizer level instruments. The environmental qualification

of safety-related equipment at TMI is deficient in three

respects: (1) the parameters of the relevant accident environ-

ment have not been identified; (2) the length of time the

equipment must operate in the environment has been underestimated;

and (3) the methods used to qualify the equipment are not adequate

to give reasonable assurances that the equipment will remain

operable. Diablo Canyon should not be permitted to load fuel

until all safety-related equipment has been demonstrated to

be qualified to operate as required by GDC 4. The criteria for

determining qualification should be those set forth in Regulatory

Guide 1.89 or equivalent.

19. Neither the'pplicant nor the NRC staff has presented

an accurate assessment of the risks posed by operation of Diablo

Canyon, contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 51.20(a) and

51.20(d). The design of Diablo Canyon does not provide protection

against so-called "Class 9" accidents. There is no basis for

concluding that such accidents are not credible. Indeed, the

staff has conceded that the accident at TMI-2 falls within that

classification. Therefore, there is not, reasonable assurance

that Diablo Canyon can be operated without endangering the health

and safety of the public.„,

20. The TMI-2 accident demonstrated that there are

systems and components presently classified as non-safety-related

which can have an adverse effect on the integrity of the core

because they can directly or indirectly affect temperature,

pressure, flow and/or reactivity. This issue is discussed at

length in Section 3.2, "System Design Requirements," of NUREG-
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0578, the TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Report (Short Term).

The following quote from page 18 of the report describes the

problem:

There is another perspective on this
question provided by the TMI-2 accident. At
TMI-2, operational problems with the conden-
sate purification system led to a loss of
feedwater and initiated the sequence of events
that eventually resulted in damage to the
core. Several nonsafety systems were used
at various times in the mitigation of the
accident in ways not. considered in the safety
analysis; for example, long-term maintenance
of core flow and cooling with the steam genera-
tors and the reactor coolant pumps. The present
classification system does not adequately
recognize either of these kinds of effects
that nonsafety systems can have on the safety
of the plant. Thus, requirements for nonsafety
systems may be needed to reduce the frequency
of occurrence of events that, initiate or ad-
versely affect transients and accidents, and
other requirements may be needed to improve
the current capability for use of nonsafety
systems during transient or accident situations.
In its work in this area, the Task Force will
include a more realistic a'ssessment of the
interaction between operators and systems.

The Staff proposes to study the problem further. This is not a

sufficient answer. All systems and components which can either

cause or aggravate an accident or can be called upon to mitigate

an accident must be identified and classified as components

important, to safety and required to meet all safety-grade design

criteria.
21. The accident at TNI-2 was caused or aggravated by

factors which are the subject of Regulatory Guides not used in

the design of TMI. For example, the absence of an automatic

indication system as required by Regulatory Guide 1.47 contributed

to operation of the plant with the auxiliary feedwater system

completely disabled. The public health and safety require that
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this record demonstrate conformance with or document deviations

from the Commission's regulations and each Regulatory Guide

presently applicable to the plant.
22. The design of Diablo Canyon has not been demon-

strated as complying with the Commission's regulations concerning

fire protection, including GDC 3 and Appendix R. Therefore, unless

the plant systems are demonstrated to comply with all latest
applicable Commission regulating requirements, operation of Diablo

Canyon will endanger public health and safety.

23. The accident at THI-2 was a multiple failure
accident involving independent and dependent failures. The

multiple failure sequences exceeded the single failure criterion
ll

utilized in the Diablo Canyon design basis accident assessment.

Therefore, comprehensive studies of the interaction of nonsafety

grade components, equipment, systems, and structures with safety

systems and the effect of these interactions during normal

operation, transients, and accidents need to be made by the Diablo

Canyon Applicant in order to assure that the plant can be operated

without endangering the health and safety of the public.
24. Reactor coolant system relief and safety valves

form part of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. Appro-

piiate qualification testing has not been done to verify the

capabilities of these valves to function during normal, transient

and accident conditions. In the absence of such testing and verifi-
cation, compliance with GDC 1, 14, 15 and 30 cannot be found and

public health and safety are endangered.
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25. The measures identified by the staff in NUPXG-0578

include many which will not be implemented until after the plant

has resumed operation and some which will not even be identified
until some unspecified time in the future. No justification has

been provided for concluding that the Diablo Canyon plant can

safely operate in the period while these corrective actions are

being identified and prior to their implementation. The public

health and safety demands that all 'safety problems identified by

the accident be corrected prior to fuel loading.

26. The events at THI-2 showed the inadequacy of NRC

emergency planning requirements. Emergency planning beyond the

LPZ is a recognition of the residual risk associated with major

reactor accidents whose consequences could exceed those associated

with so-called design basis events. Such planning should be based

on a worst case analysis of the potential accident consequences

of a core melt with breach of containment. The public health

and safety require . that there be in place prior to fuel loading

at Diablo Canyon a feasible plan to evacuate the public in the

event of such an accident.

27. The accident, at TNX-2 was caused or aggravated by
'L

factors which are under study as so-called "generic unresolved

safety issues." For example, interaction between non-safety

and safety systems created demands on the safety system that

exceeded the latter's design basis. This problem is listed as

A-17 in NUREG-0410 and is more fully described therein as well as

in Appendix A-17/1 of testimony dated September 27, 1978 of staff
members Aycock, Crocker and Thomas -in Docket Nos. STN 50-556,





50-557, Public Service Co. of Oklahoma, et al. (Black Fox Station,

Units 1 and 2) (hereinafter "Black Fox testimony") . At Tl'1I-2,

the failures of the pressurizer power operated relief valve and

the condensate system, both non-safety systems were principle
contributors to the accident.

Another example of an unresolved safety problem directly
involved at Tl4I-2 is A-24, "Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related

Equipment," found at Appendix A-24/1 of the Black Fox testimony.

The pressurizer level instruments which failed at TMI-2 were

previously deemed to be qualified to function in the accident en-

vironment.

The Appeal Board in Vir inia Electric and Power Co.

(North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-491,

8 NRC 245 (1978) ruled that, as a requirement for the issuance of

an operating license, the record must demonstrate either that, each

applicable generic safety issue has been resolved for the parti-
cular reactor or the existence of measures employed at the plant
to compensate for the lack of a solution to the problem. here

is a clear need for this procedure to be undertaken prior to fuel
loading at. Diablo Canyon. The public health and safety require.

a finding that each applicable unresolved safety problem at Diablo

Canyon has been addressed. (The generic issues relevant to Diablo

Canyon are those in NUREG-0410 which are designated by the staff
in the Black Fox testimony as applicable to either all LNRs, all
PNRs, or all Nestinghouse reactors.
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In addition to the above contentions, Joi'nt Intervennrs

hereby reserve the right to cross-examine witnesses and submit

testimony or other evidence with respect to any contentions

filed by Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. in opposition to PGandE's

license application.

Dated: December 3, 1980

Respectfully submitted,

DAVID S. FLEISCHAKER, ESQ.
1735 Eye Street, N.N.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 638-6070

JOHN R. PHILLIPS, ESQ.
JOEL R. REYNOLDS, ESQ.
Center for Law in the

Public Interest
10203 Santa Monica Boulevard
Fifth Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067
(213) 827-5588

By
JOEL R. OLDS

Attorneys for Intervenors
SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR

PEACE
SCENIC SHORELINE PRESERVATION

~ CONFERENCE, INC.
ECOLOGY ACTION CLUB
SANDRA SILVER
GORDON SILVER
ELIZABETH APFELBERG
JOHN J. FORSTER
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2)

)
)

)
.) Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L.
) 50-323 O.L.
)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 3rd day of December,

1980, I have served copies.,of the foregoing STATElKNT OF

CONTENTIONS, mailing them through the U.S. mails, first
class, postage prepaid.

Joseph M. Hendrie,
Commissioner

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Victor Gilinsky,
Commissioner

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Peter A.Bradford,
Commissioner

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

John F. Ahearne,
Chairman

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Richard S. Salzman,
Chairman

Atomic Safety 6 Licensing
Appeal Board

U.S.Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

4350 East West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dr. W. Reed Johnson
Atomic Safety E Licensing

Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
4350 East West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dr. John H. Buck
Atomic Safety 6 Licensing

Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
4350 East West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Esq.
Chairman

Atomic Safety 6 Licensing
Board

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Mail Drop East West 450
Washington, D.C. 20555

Glenn O. Bright
Atomic Safety 6 Licensing

Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Mail Drop East West 450
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Jerry R. Kline
Atomic Safety 6 Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Docket 6 Service Branch
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

William Olmstead, Esq.
Narc R. Staenberg, Esq.
Edward G. Ketchen, Esq.
Office of the Executive Legal

Director — BETH 042
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mrs. Elizabeth Apfelberg
1415 Cozadero
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Mr. Fredrick Eissler
Scenic Shoreline Preservation

Conference, Inc.
4623 More Mesa Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

Sandra A. Silver
1760 Alisal Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Gordon Silver
1760 Alisal Street-
San Luis Obispo,.CA 93401

David S. Fleischaker, Esq.
1735 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Bruce Norton, Esq.
3216 N. Third Street
Suite 202
Phoenix, Arizona 85012

Mr. Yale I. Jones, Esq.
100 Van Ness Avenue
19th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

Andrew Baldwin, Esq.
Friends of the Earth
124 Spear Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Paul C. Valentine, Esq
321 Lytton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94302
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Janice E. Kerr, Esq.
Lawrence Q. Garcia, Esq.
J. Calvin Simpson, Esq.
California Public Utilities

Commission
5246 State Building
350 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

Malcolm H. Furbush, Esq.
Vice President and General

Cnunsel
Philip A. Crane, Esq.
Pacific Gas 6 Electric Company
P. 0. Box 7442
San Francisco, CA 94106

Arthur C. Gehr, Esq.
Snell G Wilmer
3100 Valley Center
Phoenix, Arizona 85073

Mrs. Raye Fleming
1920 Mattie Road
Shell Beach, CA 93449

MHB Technical Associates
1723 Hamilton Avenue
Suite K
San Jose, CA 95125

Carl Nieburger
Telegram Tribune
P. 0. Box 112
San Luis Obispo, CA 93402

Byron Georgiou , Esq.
Legal Affairs Secretary to

the Governor
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 95814

Herbert H. Brown, Esq.
Hill, Christopher & PhilliDs
1900 M Street, N.N.
!washington, D.C. 20036

J R. Peynold , Esq.
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